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In the beginning...
In the summer of 1992, the first edition of
“Rapid News — The Magazine of the Rapid
Prototyping and Tooling Industry,” was
published by the Advanced Technology
Centre of the University of Warwick, soon to
be Warwick Manufacturing Group (WMG).
The magazine’s then Editor, Lee Styger,
opened the magazine with his own take on the
exciting industry that this magazine was to
serve. He wrote of the enthusiasm among the
research and academic circles focusing on
the emerging rapid prototyping (RP) and rapid
tooling (RT) technologies, but beyond the
processes themselves he addressed the
potential for exploiting these technologies to
achieve “tangible cost benefits for
manufacturing companies around the world.”
While the technologies themselves have come
a long way since then and the applications for
which they are used have developed
exponentially and beyond many expectations
back in 1992, the reason for adopting them
has remained constant — to achieve a
“reduction in the time of the product
development cycle.”

The Evolution of Rapid
Technologies
Obviously the magazine’s inception was in
response
to
the
development
and
commercialisation of the various rapid
prototyping technologies and so the history of
rapid prototyping is somewhat older than that
of the magazine. The technologies themselves
became visible in the late 1980’s and
researching the actual dates and first
technology patents throws up some
conflicting information, the conflict arising
largely from the fact that some sources quote
the dates that the patents were applied for and
others quote the dates they were issued —
there can be a difference of two or three years
here. The first patent application for RP
technology was filed by Dr Kodama in Japan
in May 1980. Unfortunately for Dr Kodama the
full patent specification was subsequently not
filed before the one year deadline after the
application, which is particularly disastrous
considering that he was a patent lawyer!
Essentially however, and agreed almost
unanimously by the industry, the chronology
for rapid prototyping began with the first
patent being issued for stereolithography
apparatus (SLA) in 1986 to Charles (Chuck)
Hull, who went on to co-found 3D Systems
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later that year. The first commercial system, the
SLA-1, was introduced in 1987 and following
rigorous testing the first of these systems was sold
in 1988 [1].
In 1987, Carl Deckard at the University of Texas, filed
a patent for Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
technology, which was issued in 1989 and the
technology was later licensed to DTM Inc. 1989 was
also the year that Scott Crump, a co-founder of
Stratasys Inc. filed a patent for Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM), which was issued in 1992. In
Europe, 1989 also saw the creation of EOS GmbH in
Germany, founded by Hans Langer. EOS’ original
foray into RP was with the stereolithography
process, however issues with development and
commercial demands drove the company towards
the plastic sintering process — the company sold its
first Stereos system in 1990. The company also
started to develop a metal sintering process
following work undertaken with a division of
Electrolux Finland, which was later acquired by
EOS. Other technologies and processes were also
being developed at this time, namely Ballistic
Particle Manufacturing (BPM) originally patented by
William Masters, Laminated Object Manufacturing
(LOM) originally patented by Michael Feygin, Solid
Ground Curing (SGC) originally patented by Itzchak
Pomerantz et al and three dimensional printing
(3DP) originally patented by Emanuel Sachs et al.
As a result of these technology developments the
early nineties saw a growing number of competing
players in the rapid prototyping market — 3D
Systems (SLA), BPM Technologies (BPM), Cubital
(SGC), DTM (SLS), EOS (SLA and SLS), Helisys
(LOM), Soligen (3DP) and Stratasys (FDM).

By 1992 each of these technologies had been
driven to commercial release; industrial
entrepreneurs, researchers and academics in
engineering disciplines had grasped the
potential of these processes and were
working with the various machines to develop
new applications and push the processes to
their limits to further advance these
embryonic technologies for industrial users.
However, then, as now, the issue of materials
was a dominant one in the debate regarding
the uptake of rapid prototyping. Material
developments were, and still prove to be, the
key to how far the RP processes can be
pushed. The two key players in this field in
1992 were Ciba Geigy (subsequently Vantico
and now Huntsman Advanced Materials) and
DSM Desotech, which announced its
acquisition of Dupont Somos in 1999 and is
now DSM Somos. Both of these companies
are today still at the forefront of this advanced
discipline, together with relatively new
organisations that are broadening the
competition in terms of advances made,
companies such as CRP Technology and
Atlas Polymers. Moreover, the RP machine
manufacturers themselves have also
addressed the materials issue by bringing
material development in-house to meet
increasing customer demands, most notably
Stratasys, EOS and 3D Systems. Beyond this,
a number of end users of the machines are
also attempting to solve material issues
utilising their own R&D, in this respect the
materials are not intended for commercial
release but rather for their own specific
applications. As far as material developments
go, to date they have been concerned with
broadening the number of different (albeit
similar) materials available. As the volumes,
and so business opportunities grow, it is
believed that there will be far more
occurrences of people entering direct
competition by offering the same products
but competing on price.
The competitive market landscape for RP
technology has changed a great deal since
1992. The phenomenal success stories of a
number of these companies have been
matched by the equally sensational demise of
some of the others, together with a typical
number of mergers and acquisitions — the
most conspicuous being 3D Systems’
acquisition of DTM in 2001. For a young
industry this is not unexpected, the laws of
competition dictate survival of the fittest.
However, new and ‘improved’ technologies
were also being delivered to the market
throughout the 1990’s — Sanders Prototype
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(later Solidscape) and ZCorporation in 1996,
Arcam in 1997 and Objet Geometries in 1998. As
the market has grown in maturity there has been
a variety of new companies swelling the growing
ranks of Western RP companies. It is worth
mentioning here that there were many parallel
developments in RP also taking place in the
Eastern hemisphere, most noticeably in Japan.
However, these technologies, while significant in
themselves, have not really impacted the global
RP market as it exists today.

in industry it really was a 'Eureka' moment and as
a manufacturing engineer the potential was
fantastic.”

surface model. These surfaces were usually
‘lashed together’ with mismatching edges,
overlapping edges duplicate surfaces and so on.
They did not need to have perfect matching
edges because the CNC machines were not
susceptible to these ‘minor’ CAD errors.
However, when SLA came along it could not
cope with these poor surface models — solid
models or good surface models became vital.
This then further pushed the development of 3D
CAD.” The advancess made in both industries
have been prolific and have changed the nature
of product design and development beyond all
recognition.

As in many fledgling sectors, academic and
industrial champions of the technologies came
together to find the way forward and further
develop the potential and the uptake of these
processes for manufacturing industry. In
academic terms, Phill Dickens, Professor of
Manufacturing Technology at Loughborough
University (previously of Nottingham and De
Montfort universities) is widely recognised both
nationally and internationally as the original and
most outstanding champion of rapid prototyping
technologies. He, together with a team of young,
dynamic and enthusiastic researchers and PhD
students in this area, really helped put rapid
prototyping on the map.
Professor Dickens can recall the origins of his
involvement with rapid prototyping, “I remember
the first time I was introduced to rapid
prototyping in 1990 by Rolf Husemann of Ford in
Cologne. Having struggled to make prototypes
Special Feature: << RPD IN THE
USA >>
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With brisk sales of low-cost 3D
printers across
the American manufacturing sector,
it would
seem that the US service bureau
market is
destined to collapse. But this obvious
conclusion
has not come about and furthermore
the majority
of service bureaux do not think that
it will. Instead
of declining demand, service
bureaux are
experiencing growth, finding more
opportunities
and seeing prices stabilise. Surprisingly,
they are
also finding that customer loyalty
is on the rise.
As one company stated, “If you
aren’t profitable
now, your future is bleak.”
While service bureaux’ customers
are
purchasing more systems,
especially 3D
printers, these companies continue
to rely on
outsourcing contracts for their rapid
prototyping
work. The reasons are as
varied as the
customers themselves — capacity,
technology,
materials and secondary operations.
Although
in-house machines have reduced
the number of
orders for a single prototype early
in the design
stage, service bureaux report
that they are
receiving larger orders and that
often they are
accompanied by a request for more
than a basic
model.

US Service
Bureaux See

Bright
Future
Todd Grimm

According to some sources
the US RP service bureau market
faced an uncertain future following
the emergence and uptake of
3D printers. However, in this
article, the author explains why
this is not so and demonstrates
how many service bureaux
are indeed defying these
reports and are
experiencing growth.
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Yet, service bureaux do report
one problem,
albeit temporary, caused by the
uptake of 3D
printers. It is a problem that
can strike any
organisation that has recently acquired
a rapid
prototyping system. After installing
a 3D printer,
or high-end system come
to that, some
companies become wedded to
the device and
blind to its limitations. Good
or bad, all
prototyping projects are dumped
into the inhouse system’s queue. When
this occurs,
outsourcing ceases and poor outcomes
result.
The success of service bureaux
reminds us
there is a reason for so many technologies that
and
that there is a need for access
to the best-fit
solution. Solution is the operative
word here. Yes,
there are those that thrive on the
delivery of lowcost models, but there are a greater
number of
service bureaux that have
succeeded by
providing customised solutions
and delivering
value. However, value is in
the eye of the
customer. Accordingly, the US
service bureau
market has segmented.
When shopping for goods in the
UK, individuals
will choose to patronise Asda, Sainsburys,
Marks
& Spencers or Harrods. Similar
distinctions exist
when selecting a service bureau,
and this means
that rapid prototyping is not a
commodity. All
service bureaux are not equal.
While there are
companies that chose to mimic
the low-price,
high volume model of Asda, which
commoditises
the service, others chose to offer
their clients
much more than a no-frills, visual
model.
Since no two service bureaux
are alike, it is
important to research prospective
suppliers to
find the companies that offer
what is being
sought. Whether seeking fast low-cost
models,
one-stop shopping or something
in between,
there is a service bureau out there
that will fit the
bill. Once found, companies tend
to stick with the
service bureau, or bureaux, that
have performed
well. This, in turn, has diminished
the number of
27
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Phill’s team really came of age throughout the
1990’s and the research group, which over these
years included Richard Hague, Phil Reeves, Alan
Arthur, Joel Segal, Rupert Soar and Neil
Hopkinson amongst others, worked with many
top tier industrial organisations and pushed the
rapid prototyping technologies to the point
where its evolution has seen the advent of rapid
manufacturing. As another defining moment in
the history of rapid technologies, Professor
Dickens also clearly remembers how he arrived
at the conclusion that rapid manufacturing was
not only feasible it was a reality, “The other key
moment for me was when we did some work with
Flymo in 1996 and realised that current RP
machines could be used economically to replace
some injection moulded parts. This led to Rapid
Manufacturing.”
In terms of championing these rapid
technologies on a global scale and raising
awareness at every level of industry Terry
Wohlers is arguably the single most influential
person currently working in this sector.
According to Preston Smith, New Product
Dynamics (Portland, OR, US), "Terry Wohlers is
the spokesperson for the overall rapid
prototyping industry. He represents better than
anyone else the mainstream prototyping
industry." Similar opinions were expressed by
innumerable voters for the TCT 25, see page 50.
As an industry consultant for more than 20 years
and author of the respected Wohlers Report
since 1993, Terry’s origins in consulting were in
computer-aided design (CAD) software. A
reflection perhaps of the industry he now
represents. The history of CAD, and specifically
3D CAD, follows a similar path to that of RP, only
a decade or so earlier. It is no coincidence that
the genesis of rapid prototyping came about as
the CAD market started to develop and mature,
although in the late 1980’s the 3D CAD packages
available were no where near as sophisticated as
those on the market today. Rapid Prototyping
demands the use of 3D digital information from
which to build the parts and in many ways these
two industries have developed simultaneously,
each driving new and improved developments
for the other. According to Professor Dickens,
who was teaching CAD at Nottingham in the late
1980’s, “Before Rapid Prototyping came along
there was no great need for CAD apart from for
CNC programming. Usually, objects would be
designed in 2D (often on paper) and if it was to
be CNC machined then it was passed over to a
CAD-jockey to convert the 2D drawing to a

The RP vendor community today is actually
diversifying and typically going one of two ways.
First there are the companies that are
predominantly focused on the high end, still
relatively expensive, machines that are gearing
up more and more towards part production —
rapid manufacturing. The leading companies in
this field are working relentlessly to push the
boundaries of rapid manufacturing but
interestingly enough some are also defining their
own terminology for it — Stratasys, which has
further developed its FDM process for ‘Direct
Digital Manufacturing’ and EOS, which has
developed its sintering process for both plastic
and metal parts has embraced the term
e-Manufacturing, together with Arcam’s EBM
technology and MCP’s SLM process. In contrast
there are the machine manufacturers that are
developing and advancing the ‘concept
modellers’ — machines that keep the focus on
improving concept development and the
prototyping stages of new product development.
Companies forging the way ahead here are
ZCorporation, with an emphasis on colour
prototypes that can be produced in an office
environment; Objet Geometries, a company that
again offers office-friendly RP machines and
develops a wide range of RP materials;
EnvisionTec, with its ‘end-user-friendly and cost
effective desktop system’; and The Dimension
3D Printing Group, which Stratasys has set up as
a completely separate division to focus on this
specific area of concept modelling whilst it
maintains its focus on the FDM technology. And
then there is 3D Systems, which defines itself as
‘a provider of 3D Modelling, Prototyping and
Manufacturing solutions’. As well as the much
debated issues of speed and accuracy, the
concept modelling market is now fighting a war
based on price of the machines. Indeed, 3D
Systems recently announced its first concept
modeller, due for commercial release this
summer, will be available for under $10,000. This
sort of price tag would have been unthinkable 15
years ago. Another new low cost addition to the
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market that will allegedly hit this year or early in
2008 is Desktop Factory, this concept modeller is
reportedly going to be retailing under $5,000.

The Evolution of The TCT Magazine
The WMG’s research and promotion of rapid
prototyping in the UK was gathering momentum
and in 1995 this culminated in a centre feature
area at Manufacturing Week. During the show,
two young publishers — Christopher Young and
Mark Blezard — approached Lee Styger and
said they had carried out extensive research and
were thinking of starting a magazine for this
sector and what did he think. As he offered them
a copy of the latest ‘Rapid News’ he intimated
that it already existed, albeit as an association
publication, but that the WMG was looking for a
media partner for Rapid News to extend its reach
and appeal to a much larger audience. The rest,
as they say, is history. With the new partnership
in place, the magazine benefited from greater
perspective. There was no doubting the impact
of RP&T on the manufacturing sector or the
importance of these technologies for reducing
product development time, but this was just one
element of a much broader process. To increase
the magazine’s reach and readership base it
expanded its remit to incorporate all of the
different facets of product development and now
started to offer the readers — the main
demographic being design engineers and their
management chain — with the necessary
information to link these disciplines together
holistically in order to really benefit in a
significant way. “Concurrent Engineering” and
“Simultaneous Engineering” were the mantras
that were now expounded and this included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concept Development
3D CAD
Analysis Software
Rapid Prototyping
Rapid Tooling
Manufacturing
Material Choices/Selection
Process Management.

At this time the circulation of the magazine grew
significantly. In addition to serving the
International Rapid Prototyping Association
(IRPA) [previously the RP&T Club] the magazine
now extended its reach throughout Europe, with
in excess of 12,000 subscribers.
In 1996 the market response to the title was
phenomenal, similarly the readership base was
growing rapidly. However, the market was more
segmented and was no where near as “global”
as it is today. Developments and uptake in the

Rapid News
became TimeCompression
Technologies
Magazine
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EUROPE

Formation of
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US were taking place at a faster pace than they
were in Europe and the publishers of Rapid
News saw the potential of utilising their expertise
and launching a US focused edition of Rapid
News while maintaining their leading title in
Europe. To do this they needed more manpower
— ‘woman-power’ actually. This was when I
joined the team. Having worked in the relatively
simple (and dare I say it, boring) sector of
Medical Device and Pharmaceutical publishing,
it was immediately obvious to me that I was now
confronted with something very different. This
was a dynamic and vibrant industry, where the
people I was talking to were not only keen to
share their views — they were excited about the
possibilities of the technologies they were
developing and intent on driving them, and the
industry as a whole, forward. Eleven years later,
my knowledge base has grown considerably —
and continues to do so due to the fast pace of
progress in rapid product development.
The very nature of this industry places it at the
cutting edge of technological developments for
manufacturing, and as a result the first
manufacturing companies likely to adopt such
technologies are those that are forward thinking,
and let’s face it, those with the budgets to spend
on unproved technology with potential. This is
constantly reflected in the magazine but with a
view to illustrating that the technologies can be
proved and can work for anyone. One of the first
articles I worked on was “CFD in the TimeCompression Process: An Interview with
Benetton Formula 1.” [2] From that day to this,
the significance of talking to and working with
some of the most prestigious companies in the
world — in Formula 1, aerospace, automotive
and consumer products, to name a few — to
present the message of rapid product
development, still gets me excited. In many
respects, I have grown up in this industry, and
the contacts that I have made and the
relationships formed have been long lasting —
like me, many of the people that I was talking to
eleven years ago as a novice are still around
today and are still working relentlessly to keep
driving the technologies forward. A number of
these people, due to their vast knowledge and
undisputed experience are members of the
magazine’s Editorial Advisory Board — take a
look at page 3 of the magazine!
Continued evolution of the magazine’s content
ensured that it embraced all of the different and
newly emerging technologies that could truly aid
rapid product development. As a result, the
publishers believed that this needed to be
reflected in the magazine’s name and design.
While the origins of the magazine would always

be in the “Rapid” technologies, it was important
at this time, as it is now, to refute the perception
that this was the only topic that the magazine
covered. In January 1998 Rapid News became
Time-Compression Technologies.
The magazine, together with the renowned
annual conference and exhibition, has continued
to build on its early success and remains the first
title to report the latest developments in this fast
moving sector. The most recent ‘re-branding’ has
seen the magazine evolve further to reflect the
industry’s growth and dynamics and at the
beginning
of
2006
Time-Compression
Technologies became The TCT Magazine — a
global magazine for anyone involved in rapid
product development.
As the industry grows and evolves still further,
The TCT Magazine continues to reflect these
new and exciting changes, providing the
readership with the most up-to-date information
available
on
new
product
launches,
technological
developments
and,
most
importantly of all, how these products and
technologies can be applied in the
manufacturing sector. The industry itself also
recognises the remit and the reach of the TCT
Magazine, as leading players choose to launch
their latest RPD&M products through the
magazine pages and/or at the annual TCT
exhibition. InnovMetric, EOS, Arcam and The
Dimension 3D Printing Group have all selected
the TCT Magazine as the medium by which to do
just this in the last twelve months alone.
The last couple of years have also seen a
complete overhaul of the content and design of
the magazine, with the gradual introduction of
dedicated sections and columns for the
spectrum of disciplines that come under the TCT
umbrella, as well as offering a voice to some of
the leading associations that work with and
support the TCT Magazine in its goals —
5 AXIS MATTERS

5 AXIS MATTERS

time by 40%
Adelaide Pattern Cuts Production

Plastics Industry Attracted by
MAKA Technology

has been producing
Pattern Tooling & Design in Australia
For the past 17 years, Adelaide
iron parts for rail systems
These are used to produce cast
patterns for the foundry industry.
manifolds, brake
components such as exhaust
and the automotive industry, including
to CNC from hand
years ago, the company migrated
assemblies and rail shoulders. Seven
Maho DMU 80T in
3-axis machines and a 5-axis Deckel
patternmaking techniques, using
DMC105V Linear to
the purchase of a Deckel Maho
to optimise the
3 axis and 3+2 axis modes. However,
the use of 5-axis continuous toolpaths
provide extra capacity demanded
productivity of the machine.

toolpaths, so a replacement
system was adequate for 3-axis
Adelaide Pattern’s existing CAM
at least as good for 3 axis
axis machining as well had to be
that would give the company 5
Australian reseller.
WorkNC from CIM Solutions, Sescoi’s
machining. The company evaluated
out a series of cutting
for Adelaide Pattern said, “We carried
the interface to
Drazen Vincekovic, CAD Manager
of tool and holder collision avoidance,
trials to check ease of use, the function
The superiority of
and the quality of the technical support.
our ProE and Think3 CAD systems
preferred system.” The
confidence to select it as our
WorkNC was clear, giving us the
enabled it to machine the
of 5 axis machining, which has
which makes a
company recognised the benefits
and eliminate the use of electrodes,
steel or aluminium pattern directly,

and
Several of the UK’s leading Thermoplastic axis
MAKA’s 5
Composites companies rely on
manufacturing
CNC centre technology for their
Linecross, Coxsuccess. Companies such as
and Plas-Tech
Wokingham, Trelleborg Stanton
for a variety of
have multiple machines installed
applications.
to the UK in the
Having delivered its first machines
more than 150
early 1990s, MAKA can now boast
the UK. With a
installations of 5 axis machines in
for the
variety of machines designed specifically
MAKA is able to
plastics and composites market,
build and
offer both a wide range of standard
custom solutions for individual requirements.
and BWO
Offering both the Siemens 840D
quickly gained a
controllers, MAKA machines have
and speed of setreputation for accuracy, flexibility
quick and simple
up, with each controller offering
and RTCP and
teach-in facilities, 5 axis spline
from
plane transformation. Teach-in programming the
the norm in
a hand trimmed part has become
however, as
vacuum forming sector. More recently,
and the
the speed of tool changers has improved
for
tendency
greater
a
is
there
costs have reduced,
function.
the machines to perform an all-round
the CAD/CAM
With customers increasingly using
data, customers
route and using the same CAD
mould tool and
are, as a result, machining with the
then using the
vacuum fixture on the machine and
axis trim line to
same CAD data to define the 5
on the
machine the composite formed component
user’s
MAKA
afforded
same machine. This has
machine
greater production flexibility, greater
the time
utilisation and has ultimately reduced
frame from design to finished component.
with 10 kW,
MAKA machines are modular in design
standard with an
24,000 rpm, HSK F 63 spindles as
rpm. MAKA also
optional spindle of up to 50,000
and
offers custom solutions for quick changeovers,
downtime,
a wide variety of features for saving
of components
increasing accuracy and clamping
– pneumatic, hydraulic or vacuum.
for machines
Accuracy is of paramount importance
and precision.
engineered to the highest quality
to enhance the
With a wide range of options
as well as
standard build such as linear scales
harmonic
rotary encoders; direct torque limiting
and radius
drives; automatic tool length
system
measurement; and a unique recalibration
for checking accuracy and concentricity.
for robust,
MAKA is gaining a growing reputation
and experience
heavy engineering, and expertise
with the price
in 5 axis solutions. This, together
of players
advantage, has attracted a large number
in the Plastics industry.
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considerable cost saving.

Toolmaker Moves Further

into 5 Axis Subcontract Machining

won against
To fulfil an automotive contract,
overseas
competition from an incumbent
machine a
supplier, to reverse engineer and
Tool
family of aluminium impellers, Waterford
5 axis
has acquired a Roeders RFM600DS
from Hurco
vertical machining centre (VMC)
agent
Europe, High Wycombe, the exclusive
machine
German
the
for
Britain
and
in Ireland
supplied
tool manufacturer. The VMC was
through Hurco's local Irish representative,
Michael Gannon.

The contract
machining centres in July 2004.
3+2-axis
machinist had been employing
machining on VMCs from other manufacturers
axis cutting
for some years, mainly using 3
Some fully
with two axes positioned and fixed.
but
interpolative, 5 axis work was undertaken,
slow in
it was cumbersome to program,
of the
execution and limited in terms
could be
complexity of component that
suited to
produced. It was certainly not
impellers.
the
producing

was made to
Tools' Consequently, the decision
Despite its name, only 20% of Waterford
5 axis machine with
and mould invest in a purpose-built
high speed and
turnover is derived from tool
from China the capacity for exceptional
making these days, competition
RFM600D/S was
this side of accuracy. The Roeders
and Eastern Europe having eroded
2005 in a temperatureyears. The installed during April
the business over recent
Waterford. According to
front-end controlled room at
on
is
now
concentration
the Roeders was
by fast Plant Manager, Jack Lyng,
consultancy and design input followed
two other shortlisted
glass selected in preference to
due to the
turnaround of plastic injection moulds,
Japanese,
for local machines, both
moulds and blister pack tooling
and superior accuracy
Precision excellent surface finish
customers in the south of Ireland.
microns total — achieved
for 60% of — three to four
subcontract machining accounts
German-built machining
remainder during trials on the
the business, and growing, the
centre.
test.
being mechanical assembly and
RFM600DS has a -2/+92
owner and The seven tonne
Founded in 1973 by the present
trunnion carrying a 360
swivelling
degree
is
company
Managing Director, Bill Curtin, the
compensation is
more degree table. Thermal
nuts and
part of the Schivo group and employs
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than 70 people in a 25,000 sq ft manufacturing bearings, and a temperature sensor in the
in Waterford
facility on the IDA Industrial Park
spindle compensates for
the medical 14 kW / 42,000 rpm
city. Much work is done for
allows for very high
is the growth, all of which
sector, while another specialism
It also means that the
parts and precision machining.
need for a
manufacture and supply of
morning shift can start without the
The
assemblies for the laser-build market.
warm-up period, maximising production.
HSK-E40 cutters and
high- tool magazine holds 26
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Open Mind's
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strategies,
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which in the case of the impellers
data,
on the customer's 3D component
created in the Catia CAD environment,
straight
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into a dedicated impeller CAM package.
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work in
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Touch
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setting of
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specification
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magazine
comprehensive swarf management.

mm x 650 mm. These
to manufacture patterns up to 750
The company has sufficient capacity
and feeders all in one
as 20 smaller parts with runners
can comprise one part or as many
machine they require a
with the Disamatic vertical moulding
Auto 5, which
pattern. Designed mainly for use
explained the use of WorkNC
high quality finish. Drazen Vincekovic
with a 40 mm face
into 5 axis. “Generally, we start
automatically changes 3 axis toolpaths
cutter and a 10 mm
then we re-rough with a 16 mm tipped
cutter and High Torque Roughing,
re-machining and parallel
to 1 mm with WorkNC’s Contour
to pick out
carbide, working our way down
through Auto 5, which allows us
toolpaths
the
all
run
We
pencil trace operations.
the tool in 5 axis to reach
shortest possible cutters, tipping
walls 70–80 mm high using the
now. Previously we would
job. We don’t use any EDM tools
otherwise inaccessible areas of the
time saving.” To
40%
a
in
resulted
each pattern. This has
have used 10 or 20 electrodes on
centre, WorkNC defines
finished on the 5 axis machining
ensure the pattern can be completely
minimum tool length
current tool and calculates the new
areas that cannot be cut with the
job.
required to reach all parts of the
can start at
Faces
angles.
particular attention to draft
The design of foundry patterns requires
in some areas and wide
have narrow gaps between walls
1° and finish at 15° and the part can
Parallel Pencil Trace
changes. Vincekovic said, “WorkNC’s
gaps in others, with sharp direction
changes. We also find
sharp corners left by the direction
path is particularly good at removing
angles. We can
very useful when checking draft
the analysis functions in WorkNC-CAD
for the foundry to reliably
and check that they will be sufficient
visualise how they are changing,
are common.”
important when volumes of 1 million
demould the sand castings — very
3+2 and is a very important
5 is easier than programming in
Programming in 5 axis with Auto
better quality and a
to Vincekovic, “We can achieve
feature for Adelaide Pattern. According
as opportunities in
will result in more work, as well
quicker turnaround, which we anticipate
x 100 mm pattern that
For example a 300 mm square
on Monday.”
other markets such as aerospace.
can be ordered on Friday and delivered
requires 50–70% of the material removed
Vincekovic concluded,
has contributed to the success.
The reliability of WorkNC’s toolpaths
overnight and at
We leave the machine running unmanned
“We have confidence in WorkNC.
for us, enabling us to
hours. It has been the right choice
weekends for periods of 15 to 20
have previously struggled to manufacture.”
produce patterns that we would

which
The proprietary Ultimax control,
allows
displays graphics on a second screen,
complex
both simple and relatively
quickly at the
components to be programmed
CAD data is
machine, mainly from drawings.
which is
supplied by some customers,
DXF format
conveniently downloaded in
directly into the control.

Hurco Europe Limited
Tel: + 44 1494 442222
Email: sales@hurco.co.uk
Web: www.hurco.co.uk

Sescoi International SAS
Tel: + 33 385 216621
Email: info@sescoi.fr
Web: www.sescoi.com
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the need
locations. Version 8 also eliminates
— only the
for additional seats of CAD software
require the 3D
people creating the designs will
in the
CAD software — everyone else involved
will only need
approval process for that design
software,
to have the necessary Adobe Reader
3D Version 8,
which when enabled by Acrobat
section or
can be used to mark up, cross
measure 3D designs in PDF documents.

In the last edition of the TCT

MAGAZINE

Magazine, the launch of the

www.tctmagazine.com
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new Adobe® Acrobat® 3D
Version 8 software was
announced. Here TCT takes a
more in depth look at this
significant development in 3D
software technology and its
implications for anyone
working in rapid product
development (RPD).

Full Collaboration in 3D
Adobe Acrobat 3D Version 8

is well
ollaboration is a concept that
understood in terms of a successful
RPD process, but true and effective
disciplines
collaboration between different
can often be
working within that process
collaborative
frustrated by a lack of universal
Acrobat and
tools. In the same way that Adobe
preferred way
PDFs have become the universally
locations,
of sending document pages to global
images, the
incorporating large graphic
8 of Adobe
technology improvements to Version
the same for
Acrobat 3D is aimed at doing
designs. While
engineering 3D models and
2D and Adobe
conventional PDF documents are
the idea of
Acrobat 3D Version 7 introduced
be viewed in
incorporating 3D models that could
of models
3D, Version 8 allows the transmission
for full
that can be panned and zoomed
trees and full
visualisation together with feature
(either
product manufacturing information
to the model,
attached to the feature tree or
such as
depending on how it was generated)
notes about
tolerances, measurements and
manufacturing procedures.

C

1st TCT
Conference
dedicated to RM
applications

Eies2006
SUlog
RYssioIS
n Techno
TO
ompre
DIREC
Time-C

FOCUS ON SOFTWARE
PLM — Product Lifecycle Management
Technology Focus: Adobe 3D Version
8

SPECIAL FEATURE: RPD IN THE

US Bureaux See Bright Future
US Bureaux Locator

FOCUS ON AUTOMOTIVE

SLM™ from MCP

Realize the Impossible

2006
organisations such as the RPMA, GARPA and the
RM Platform, to name a few. These sections
complement the ever present and highly
respected
feature
articles,
written
by
independent experts and users of the
technologies.

Looking Ahead ...
This 15 year milestone for the TCT Magazine has
provided a timely opportunity to reflect on the
developments that have taken place over the
last decade and a half. At this precise time in
‘Rapid’ history it is hard not to draw parallels
between the early excitement and vitality
that existed as the RP process came into their
own and began to be taken seriously with the
current ‘buzz’ that exists around the emergence
of RM.

USA

Increased Productivity and Precision
for Capristo
Exhaust Systems
BMW Employs RM for Jigs and Fixtures
with FDM

of sample
One of the most striking visual aspects
the user can
Acrobat 3D Version 8 models is that

Plus
3DP-Based Investment Casting: Summary
of an Evaluation for Rapid Manufacturing
Rapid Manufacturing Goes Nano
The End of Intellectual Property
Medical Modelling for a Global Community:
An Asian Perspective

captures from
also possible to make screen
for users of
UNIX applications. There is no need
special
these software packages to purchase

toggle housing
click on parts to select them or
just as if they
transparency, or manipulate them
is also possible
were a native 3D CAD model. It
views. The
to include animations or exploded
3D model
break through with the new
when Adobe
capabilities were made possible
France in
purchased Trade and Technologies
to novel file
April 2006. This gave Adobe access
PRC.
compression technology called

CAD vendors
Adobe add-ons from the original
8 is on the same
— provided Acrobat 3D Version
being shown
machine, a right click on the model
up an Adobe
on the screen will normally open
can be brought
hot window. Alternatively, files
file icons into
into Adobe files by dragging model
an Acrobat window.

Development
Stephen Partridge, Business
on this
Manager for Acrobat commented
file sizes
breakthrough, “I have seen it reduce
really big
from 60MB to 300K. It can also support
is also still
assemblies. The support for U3D
made these files
there. We have at the same time
and twice as
three times more compressed

costly and
Most engineering projects are
among many
complex. Frequent collaboration
is protecting
people is often essential, as
the ability to
confidential information with
and other
securely share detailed designs
often proved
project documents. To date this has
the need for
a time-consuming practice with
quick.”
CAD
proprietary
dedicated,
additional,
CAD viewers. The ease and
with all of the applications or
Acrobat 3D Version 8 is compatible
can now be
speed with which 3D CAD files
host of leading
files
leading file formats as well as a
into precise and compact PDF
converted
Parasolid,
as
such
3D CAD packages; formats
that has
will allow easy exchange of information
12, PTC’s
IGES, STEP, CATIA V4 and V5, I-Deas
of time during
previously taken up a great deal
3D Studio Max,
Wildfire 3, UGS NX4, Inventor 10,
This in turn
critical time-sensitive RPD processes.
AutoCAD DWG,
3DXML, Autodesk DWF/DXF,
extended
will facilitate collaboration across
PRC,
ACIS, CADDS, CGR, OneSpace,
if they are in multiple
more. It is design teams, particularly
Solidworks, STL, VRML, and many

the general
One of the driving forces behind
PDF files was
adoption of 2D Adobe Acrobat
and re-use
that they do not allow the recovery
which
of original work. With 3D CAD models,
intellectual
can include huge amounts of
information to
property, the issue of sending
is
suppliers, customers and sub-contractors
the growing
even more crucial, especially with
companies in
popularity of sub-contracting to
model to
the Far East. Sending a full CAD
China complete with every manufacturing
company to
detail that would allow a local
foolishness,
of
height
the
clone it, would seem
used to
and yet many compressed formats
much of the
transmit model data possess
create them,
original data that was used to
can then be
which, if the recipient is half clever,
never been
recovered. Contrary to this, it has
Acrobat
possible to reverse engineer Adobe
the user what
files in this way and it is up to
When
should and should not be included.
organisation it
sending model data outside the
what
is necessary to carefully consider
Version 8 it is
information is being sent. With

resolution,
possible to convert to a lower
polygons and
remove hidden parts, save as
such as
incorporate general security features
password control and encryption.
not be
The release of this software should
see the
underestimated as it could potentially
for
dawn of a new era in practical collaboration
At the time
new product development projects.
to provide
of going to press Adobe was unable
release of the
a set date for the commercial
be imminent.
software however it is believed to

3D Version 8
AT A GLANCE: Adobe Acrobat
TECHNICAL DATA
• 1,024x768 screen resolution.
• CD-ROM drive.
required for
• Internet or phone connection
product activation.
Minimum system requirements:
• Intel Pentium III processor or equivalent.
2000, Office XP, Office 2003
Service Pack Microsoft Office
• Microsoft Windows 2000 with
required for 3D OCX and
Edition with or Office 2007 is
(SP) 4, Windows XP Professional
Tablet PC PDFMaker.
SP2, Home Edition with SP2,
x64 Edition,
Edition with SP2, Professional
3D capture utility
Ultimate, The optional Acrobat
hard-disk space
Windows Vista (32-bit and 64-bit)
Home requires 200MB of available
Enterprise, Business, Home Premium,
and one of the following UNIX platforms:
Basic
• Sun Solaris 2.8: UltraSPARC processor.
604
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0.
• IBM AIX 5.2: POWER4 or PowerPC
• 512 MB of RAM (1 GB recommended).
processor.
space
• 1.6 GB of available hard-disk
• SGI IRIX 6.5: RISC 4000 processor.
installation
optional
for
(includes cache
• HP-UX 11.0: PA-RISC 2.0 processor.
files)
pixel shader
• NVIDIA or ATI video card with
for
support and DirectX 8.1 or 9 required
acceleration
hardware
video
(recommended for optimal performance).

for
Acrobat 3D Version 8 is available
Windows users only.

KEY NEW FEATURES
than
• PDF file size up to 150X smaller
native CAD file.
of
• Compression maintains high degree
accuracy.
• Support for large CAD assemblies
(1GB).
• U3D file size 3X smaller than previous
version.
• Import process is 2X faster than
previous version.
• PDF file includes PMI data.
• Support for new CAD formats.
8
• Contains all the features of Acrobat
Professional.
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2007 and beyond...

It still amazes me how quickly people start to
introduce the phrase “traditional RP” once they
grasp the concept of RM. The problem — and
the reason I still have a job — is that the number
of people grasping the concept of both RP and
RM (together with the associated technologies of
3D CAD and simulation software) is still a
significant minority. The message is far more
widespread than it was in 1992, but even a liberal
estimation would be hard pressed to suggest
that we are close to half way there. That is why
the TCT Magazine will continue to search out the
latest developments and applications and
continue to spread the word.
However, looking ahead, there are still many
exciting things to come. My personal predictions
for the next 15 years (in broad brush strokes) are
that RM practices will become fairly common

place, specifically for low volume high value
products as materials are made available to fulfil
these applications and the processes are refined
further. People will start to refer to “traditional
RM” as micro and nano technologies emerge as
the next frontier for the manufacturing sector to
break through.
Whichever way it goes, the TCT Magazine will be
watching and will report it to you first.
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